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Abstract For certain classes of Beyond the Standard Model theories, including composite Higgs models, the coupling of the Higgs to gauge bosons can be different from the Standard Model one. In this case, the multi-boson production via vector boson fusion (VBF) can be hugely enhanced in comparison to the SM production one due to the lack of cancellation in longitudinal vector boson scattering. Among these processes, triple Higgs boson production in VBF plays a special role -its enhancement is especially spectacular due to the absence of background from transversely polarised vector bosons in the final state. While the rates from pp → jjhhh production in vector boson fusion are too low at the LHC and even at future 33 TeV pp colliders, we have found that the 100 TeV pp future circular collider (FCC) has the unique opportunity to probe the hV V coupling far beyond the LHC sensitivity. We have evaluated the pp → jjhhh rates as a function of deviation from the hV V coupling and have found that the background is much smaller than the signal for observable signal rates. We also found that the 100 TeV pp FCC can probe the hV V coupling up to the permille level, which is far beyond the LHC reach. These results highlight a special role of the hhh VBF production and stress once more the importance of the 100 TeV pp FCC.
Introduction
In 2012, a new scalar particle was discovered during the first run of the LHC with a collision energy of √ s = 8 TeV [1, 2] . Although the found particle is thought to fit the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson astonishingly well, it is still possible that it belongs to a different theory such as a composite Higgs model, Supersymmetry or some other theory.
The increase of LHC energy and luminosity as happened in LHC Run 2 has allowed to understand Higgs boson properties more precisely. However, this increase in not sufficient to measure Higgs boson properties at the percent level or below. For this purpose, future colliders with collision energies up to 33 TeV (LHC) or 100 TeV (pp future circular collider (FCC)) are being planned [3] . While not built yet, there already is a broad range of prospects and predictions for various topics including Higgs physics and supersymmetry (see e.g. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the references therein), making it a valuable research topic.
In this work, as a case study, we consider an effective field theory (EFT) based on a non-linear σ model (NLσM), where the Higgs boson arises as a field expansion in the EFT. The corresponding Higgs couplings to itself and the gauge bosons thus can be described by their SM couplings modified by some multiplicative parameters and might very well take non-SM values. As a consequence, the vector boson scattering can be highly enhanced in such classes of models due to the lack of unitarity cancellations at high energies. We investigate such an effect with the focus on triple Higgs boson production in vector boson fusion process (VBF) at high energy future proton-proton colliders. It was shown previously that triple Higgs boson production in VBF is especially interesting, since its cross section increases considerably faster (in comparison to the SM) than for other processes with two or three vector bosons in the final states [11] . We have found that VBF triple Higgs boson production can only be visible at the 100 TeV pp FCC, however, the potential of this collider to explore the Higgs coupling to vector bosons (hV V ) via this process is impressive: the process is effectively free of background for the boosted triple Higgs signature and at high luminosity, the hV V coupling can be measured up to permille precision.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the non-linear σ model and unitarity as well as the cross section enhancement for multi-boson production in vector boson scattering at high energies. In Section 3, we present results for the signal rates and distributions at the LHC and future pp colliders. In Section 4, we estimate the background for the VBF triple Higgs boson signal and find the potential of the 100 TeV pp FCC to measure the hV V coupling. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 5.
2 Unitarity and the Non-linear σ Model
In particle physics, one important quantity to describe particle scatterings are their cross sections, and high cross sections mean more likely detections of such scatterings. However, cross sections cannot grow arbitrarily large and are limited by an upper bound, the unitarity bound. For a 2 → n scattering with collision energy s, the unitarity bound takes on the form [12, 13] 
The most general cross section for a 2 → n scattering is proportional to
where 1 s corresponds to the flux factor, A 2 (s) is the squared scattering amplitude and s n−2 gives the energy dependence of the phase space integral [12, 14] 
for massless particles in four dimensions. Together with Eq. 1, this restricts the scattering amplitude A to be proportional to
in order for unitarity to be fulfilled. So far, all considerations have been model-independent, although it turns out that Eq. 4 is true for the SM, if the theory contains a Higgs boson. This feature of the SM amplitude is special and not generic for other models. Consider the following Lagrangian of a non-linear σ model (NLσM)
where v = 246 GeV is the usual scale of electroweak symmetry breaking and
with π being the massless Goldstone bosons of the theory. By using the equivalence theorem [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , these can be identified with the longitudinal vector bosons in the high energy limit. One can show by naïve power counting that the scattering amplitudes in the NLσM grow lienarly in s, i.e.
A NLσM (2 → n) ∼ s v n .
As a consequence, the cross sections grow arbitrarily large and unitarity is violated for any scattering process in the NLσM. In order to restore unitarity, the model must be repaired in the UV region, where unitarity violation occurs 1 . This can be achieved by adding a scalar field, call it the Higgs field, to the model, coupling to the lightest degrees of freedom. This is similar to the case in the SM, where the Higgs is mandatory to cancel unitarity-
It is convenient to describe the NLσM together with the Higgs field in terms of an EFT, where we expand operators around the Higgs field. The corresponding Lagrangian takes the following form [21] 
where a, b, b 3 , d 3 , d 4 are dimensionless parameters changing the overall coupling strength of a certain term. By setting a = b = d 3 = d 4 = 1, b 3 = 0 and redefining the Higgs, the SM is restored and there is no unitarity violation. On the other hand, changing these parameters will lead to large increases in cross sections at high scattering energies along with unitarity violation, since the cancellations mentioned earlier cannot be fully compensated for by the Higgs. The energy scale at which unitarity violation starts to appear therefore is the upper limit for the validity of an EFT. Beyond this scale, the EFT si no longer a good approximation of nature and a new model or modifications to the old one are needed. In either case, this behaviour can be used as an indicator of New Physics. In this work, we choose b = d 3 = d 4 = 1 and b 3 = 0, but leave a as a free parameter. In other words, we consider the SM with a modified coupling between one Higgs and two gauge bosons.
In the next section, we revisit and update the cross sections for different scattering processes involving the modified couplings, as previously studied in Ref. [11] .
3 Triple Higgs boson prouction via VBF In order to estimate which process benefits most of the changed couplings in the EFT, we investigate the process pp → jj+X with the final states X being either
hh or hhh. We compute the regular SM cross sections (a = 1) and the cross sections for a = 0.9. We further compute these cross sections with applied vector boson fusion (VBF) cuts in order to enhance the actual Higgs signal. The cross sections are computed using Madgraph5_aMCNLO 2.2.3 [22] . The parton density function (PDF) we use is CTEQ6l1 [23] . To avoid soft and collinear jets, we assign a general minimum transverse momentum of the jets to be p j T ≥ 50 GeV and the minimal distance between two jets is set to ∆R(j, j) ≥ 0.4. The proton and jet particle content is set to (p, j) = g, u,ū, d,d, s,s, c,c. The VBF cuts we choose are listed in Tab. 1. Finally, the computed cross sections are shown in Tab. 2.
Parameter without VBF cuts with VBF cuts Table 2 : Cross sections in pb for different processes with variable a, √ s and VBF cuts. The cross (×) indicates the cross sections before VBF cuts, while the tick ( ) refers to the cross sections after VBF cuts.
The first thing to notice is that all cross sections increase with energy. In the SM case (a = 1), all cross sections roughly grow by two to three orders of magnitude, if √ s is increased from 13 TeV to 100 TeV. This is also true if VBF cuts are applied, albeit the impact of the cuts is very different for different processes. For the first two processes with W + W − in the final state, VBF cuts will reduce the cross sections by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, whereas in case of pure Higgs production channels, the cross sections decreases by a factor of around 30 for 13 TeV and by only a factor around 3 for 100 TeV collider. The reason for this is that the processes with only Higgs bosons and jets in the final state are mainly produced through VBF, whereas the processes with W ± pairs in the final states can be produced through a variety of different channels (e.g. radiation from jets).
Coming now to the non-SM case (a = 0.9), triple Higgs production clearly stands out compared to the other processes. Not only it is least affected by VBF cuts (the cross sections decrease by a factor of 12 at 13 TeV, 1.8 at 33 TeV and 1.1 at 100 TeV), but it also the most significantly enhanced by the change from a = 1 to a = 0.9. At 13 TeV, the cross section after VBF cuts increases by a factor of almost 400, whereas at 100 TeV, the cross sections is almost 10 4 times larger compared to its SM value. All other processes gain or lose only a negligible part of their SM cross sections. This can be explained by a transversal 'pollution' of the cross sections, which is highly present in the non-Higgs processes. Here, the transversal contribution to the cross sections is significantly larger compared to the longitudinal part. This also explains why there is no gain in cross section when moving from a = 1 to a = 0.9 for W + W − production, as there are only very few diagrams actually involve a coupling of two W ± to a longitudinal W-bosons.
To summarise the properties of the processes discussed above, it becomes apparent that triple Higgs production offers great potential to explore Higgs properties such as its couplings to other bosons and itself. Due to the huge increase in cross sections (and possible unitarity violations) in the non-SM case, it may also serve as a great tool to explore physics beyond the SM close to the cut-off energy scale of the underlying EFT, as was discussed in chapter 2. One may not forget, however, that the cross sections for triple Higgs production after all are still only in the range of several fb and small compared to cross sections other processes can achieve. For this reason, it is also important to investigate the possible backgrounds for triple Higgs production, estimate the signalto-background ratio and a signal significance for a given luminosity. This analysis is performed in chapter 4.
For the following part, we focus solely on triple Higgs production with applied VBF cuts, and study the impact of the anomalous Higgs coupling a for different collision energies and unitarity bounds.
Vector boson scattering level and Unitarity
In Fig. 1 we present a schematic diagram for triple Higgs production, which represents the process under study and the around a hundred actual Feynman diagrams behind it. case, the invariant mass of the three Higgs bosons M hhh is equal to the V V center-of-mass (CM) energy √ŝ VBF , so
This relation is very useful in two ways. First, it can be used to calculate the unitarity bound at the VBF stage with high precision. This is achieved by plugging in the cross sections for V V → hhh, σ V V →V V hhh ≡σ(hhh), in Eq. 1 and solving for √ŝ VBF , which now marks the CM energy, where unitarity is violated. Second, it acts as a link between the level of V V scattering andscattering. So if parts of this distribution exceed the unitarity bound found in √ŝ VBF , this clearly indicates the presence of New Physics, in particular some resonances which should unitarise the scattering amplitude.
In order to address the first point, we computed the cross sections for V V → hhh and its dependence on a using CalcHEP 3.6.23 [24] . Fig. 2 shows a series of these cross sections for different values of a together with the unitarity bound (Eq. 1.) The coloured curves show the cross sections as functions of √ŝ VBF , where dashed lines refer to a < 1 and the solid curves show the cross sections with a > 1. The dotted black line at the bottom shows the SM cross section for comparison and the grey area in the top right corner marks the region where unitarity is violated. One can observe a huge increase of the cross section for any value of a = 1 compared to the SM, as discussed in chapter 2. For the shown range of a = 1, unitarity is violated roughly between √ŝ VBF = 2.4 TeV and 8.4 TeV for |a − 1| range between 0.2 and 0.01 respectively. Eventually for a = 1 unitarity is not violated, since there is no unitarity violation in the SM. 
Differential distributions
In the last chapter, we have seen that triple Higgs production is greatly enhanced when the hV V coupling deviates from the SM one even at the percent level. In this section we take a closer look at the pp → jjhhh, σ pp→jjhhh ≡ σ(hhh) cross section as a function of anomalous hV V coupling a, unitarity violation and differential distribution of the hhh invariant mass. For this purpose using Madgraph5_aMCNLO 2.2.3 we computed the total cross section for pp → jjhhh, σ pp→jjhhh ≡ σ(hhh) with vector-boson fusion (VBF) cuts applied as a function of a parameter. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . For a = 1, the SM coupling is restored and therefore also the SM cross section. However, even for a small deviation of a from one e.g. for a = 0.98, the cross sections increase by more than one order of magnitude for √ s = 13 TeV, by more than two orders of magnitude for √ s = 33 TeV and by about three orders of magnitude for √ s = 100 TeV. If a deviates roughly 10 % from 1, the increase starts to slow down. For even smaller values of a the cross section reaches extremum at a ≈ 0.6 and by even further reducing a, the cross sections starts to decrease again. On the other side, increasing a beyond 1 will lead only to ever growing cross sections, as the multiplicative nature of a in the coupling starts to dominate the cross sections slope. This behaviour has been studied and explained in [11] at the level of 
W W scattering and is well reproduced here at the level of pp collisions.
In order to compare the cross sections for different √ s and to see the actual gain in cross section compared to the SM, it is useful to normalise the data of Fig. 3 with respect to the SM cross section σ(a = 1). The resulting cross sections are shown in Fig. 4 . Again, the cross section increases fastest in the area a ∈ [0.9, 1.1]. This huge enhancement in cross section however comes with the price of (partially) losing unitarity, since there is no exact Higgs cancellation in the VBF channel any longer. As this loss of unitarity indicates where new physics must appear, it is important to know at which energies unitarity is violated and how distinct the violation is.
Since the unitarity violating energy scales of √ŝ VBF are known, we can apply this knowledge for pp → jjhhh at the level of pp collisions. To do so, we computed the full invariant mass M hhh for pp → jjhhh using Madgraph5_aMCNLO 2.2.3 to generate the events, and ROOT 5.34.25 [25] to obtain the invariant mass distributions. Fig. 5 and 6 show the full invariant mass M hhh in TeV for two representative values of a used in Fig 2. The grey area again marks the region where unitarity is violated. The invariant mass distributions all appear very similar with respect to a and have their peaks around 1.8 TeV for √ s = 13 TeV, 3.5 TeV for √ s = 33 TeV and 7 TeV for √ s = 100 TeV. However, with increasing √ s, the distributions smear out and the tail at high M hhh gets longer and flatter reflecting non-unitary behaviour of the amplitude with high M hhh . Also one can notice how the unitarity bound shifts to higher energies if a approaches 1, as seen in Fig. 2 . At a = 0.9, unitarity violation roughly starts at M hhh = 4 TeV while for a = 0.99, the unitarity bound is at around 8 TeV. To indicate the proportion of scattering events that violate unitarity for each value of a, we define a parameter, U, as:
We also define ε U = 1 − U, which gives the proportion of scattering events where unitarity is not violated. Tab. 3 shows the fraction of events (or fraction of differential cross section) not violating unitarity with respect to a and √ s, where we assumed the total integrated luminosity to be L int = 100 fb −1 for all energies. This allows easy comparisons between For √ s = 13 TeV, unitarity is violated by less than 1 % of scattering events if a is changed by less than ± 10 %. The total number of events, however, is vanishingly small for the whole range of a and the number of events violating unitarity is even smaller, making it nearly impossible to detect such a signal. For √ s = 33 TeV, U is still below 4 % if a differs only by 1 % from the SM value. Changing a further leads to U reaching 40% when a differs by 10% from the SM. The number of events for a = 1.01 is about 1. For √ s = 100 TeV, U is always greater than about 50% for 1% deviation from SM and by 85% for 10 % from the SM. This clearly indicates that the chosen NLσM cannot be valid at or beyond √ s = 100 TeV, meaning that new physics should become visible at this energy. The total number of events is comparatively high, ranging from around 50 events for a = 1.01 to more than 4100 events for a = 0.9. One can see in case of 100 TeV collider even for 1% deviation of hV V coupling from the SM one can get a non-negligible number of signal events, however, to judge if the signal can be observed or not we need to estimate the respective background. This is the subject of the next section. Table 3 : Proportion of scattering events where unitarity is not violated ε U in % for M hhh with respect to a and √ s. Also shown are the cross sections σ in pb, the total number of events L int · σ and the proportion of events not violating unitarity
L int is the total integrated luminosity. We assume L int = 100 fb
for all energies to allow easy comparisons between the energies.
Estimation of background and collider sensitivity to hV V coupling
Triple Higgs production via VBF gives rise to a spectacular signature at the FCC: the invariant mass of the three Higgs bosons is above several TeV, even for the case when the hV V coupling differs from the SM by only 1 %. This makes the Higgs bosons quite boosted and even for M hhh 1 TeV, which is the lower edge of the M hhh distribution, as one can see from Fig. 6 , the cone size around the Higgs boson decay products (e.g. two b-jets) will be of the order of
0.2. Therefore, the signature will be two forward-backward jets with a large rapidity gap and three energetic Higgs-jets with a typical radius below 0.2. In this study, we consider the h → bb decay channel for all three Higgs bosons. In Ref. [26] , the authors have found that the efficiency for the identification of a pair of boosted Higgs bosons from KK-Graviton decays (including b-tagging efficiencies) is about ε hh 15% for Higgs bosons with large enough momentum. These important results are very relevant to our study, where we estimate signal and background rates using this efficiency. Using ε hh one can estimate the efficiency for triple Higgs-jet tagging as ε hhh = √ ε hh 3 0.058. Taking into account that BR(h → bb) 58%, the rate for the tagged triple Higgs-jet signature coming from the pp → jjhhh VBF process followed by h → bb decays is given by
We assume that the main background (BG) is coming from the QCD process pp → jjbbbbbb (6b BG). Before evaluating this process (which is actually not currently possible by means of known matrix-element generators), we have decided to evaluate the pp → bbbbbb process to understand the level of the 6b-jet background first without the requirement of the two forward-backward jets with large rapidity gap.
To evaluate the background to the triple Higgs-jet signature coming from the 6b-jet process, we use a mass window cut (which can be further optimised) is made to be consistent with the jet energy resolution, which is below 10 % at the ATLAS and CMS detectors at the LHC and which is expected to be of the same order at 100 TeV pp FCC's (FCC@100TeV). We also apply
where the first two cuts ensure that the b-jets are in the acceptance region and the last one is used to effectively suppress the BG, which drops steeply with M 6b , as illustrated below in Fig. 7 . At the same time, M 6b for the signal grows with the increase of M 6b for ε a = a − 1 in the 10 −3 -10 −1 range and is not visibly affected by this cut. Besides the above cuts, we also would like to make use of the fact that the Higgs bosons are quite boosted and therefore apply an upper cut on the ∆R bb separation of the b-quarks:
which will not affect the signal but will further suppress the BG as we illustrate below in Fig. 7 .
There are certain technical problems in the evaluation of 6b BG: the application of the ∆ cut M h and M 6b cuts at MadGraph level in form of user defined cuts lead to zero cross section due to too little phase space left, so MadGraph was failing to evaluate it. On the other hand, the 6b BG was too heavy for the squared matrix element method of CalcHEP to perform the symbolic calculations. However, we still managed to estimate the 6b BG using the following procedure: a) we evaluated the process pp → bbbb (4b BG) at parton level using CalcHEP with the cuts given by equations (12)- (14) and simulated the respective events; b) we have used these events as a user process for PYTHIA 8.2.30 [27] Monte-Carlo generator to find the probability of producing an additional bb-pair from initial (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR) and have applied the kinematical cuts of equations (12) - (14) on this pair at PYTHIA level; c) we validated this procedure for lower b-quark multiplicities (by simulating the 4b BG from a 2b BG starting point) and have found that for ISR/FSR and the QCD scale in PYTHIA chosen to be equal toŝ, this estimation works with an accuracy of about 20-30 %. One should note that this is sufficient to estimate the 6b BG within an order of magnitude as we discuss below. To illustrate the importance of M 4b and ∆R bb for the 4b BG, we present the following distributions in 7 below: a) from the left frame, one can see that for the steeply falling M 4b distribution, increasing the M 4b cut from 1 TeV to 1.5 TeV would reduce this BG by about one order of magnitude; b) from the right frame, one can see that decreasing the upper cut on ∆R bb (for one of the pairs chosen according to the procedure described above) would also significantly reduce the BG. When applying the cuts (12)- (14) , using CTEQ6l1 as PDF and setting the QCD scale equal to M 4b , the cross section (which we then use for the 6b BG estimation) is found to be equal to 19.0 fb. As described above, we have used 4b BG events to find the probability ω bb to create an additional bb pair with |M bb − M h | ≤ ∆ (12)- (14) can be estimated as:
∆R bb < ∆R After the procedure of triple Higgs-jet tagging, the rate of the hhh BG can be estimated as
while the signal rate is given by Eq.11. One can check from equation (16) of Ref. [11] that σ(pp → jjhhh) quite precisely scales as ε 2 a = (1 − a) 2 , when |ε a | 1 and σ(pp → jjhhh) σ(pp → jjhhh) SM . Using this scaling and the rates from table 3 one can easily find the signal rates for smaller values of ε a . In Fig. 8 (left frame) as well as the 100TeV FCC sensitivity to ε a (right frame). One can see that the signal dominates over the 6b BG and becomes comparable to the 6b BG only for |ε a | at the permille level or below. The dotted curves in both frames present results for the signal equal to σ sig (hhh) × ε U to take into account the cut of the region of the parameter space where unitarity is violated.
One should note, that our BG estimation should be considered as an upper bound for the BG, since after the requirement of two additional forward-backward jets, the actual BG is expected to be two orders of magnitude below just the 6b BG. Therefore, we can safely assume that for |ε a | > 10 −3 , the actual BG is negligible in comparison to the signal, hence it is only a question of luminosity to probe ε a up to the permille level. For example, with 100 fb −1 , 1 ab −1 and 10 ab −1 , one can probe |ε a | 2.5 · 10 −2 , |ε a | 7.5 · 10 −3 and |ε a | 2.5 · 10 −3 respectively. We have used two standard deviations criteria to judge about this sensitivity, which is indicated in the right pane of Fig. 8 together with the 5 σ discovery limit in form of two horizontal lines at 2 and 5 respectively. Altogether, one can see that with triple Higgs VBF signatures at a 100 TeV FCC, we will be able to measure the hV V coupling with permille accuracy. This accuracy is remarkable since it is about two orders of magnitude better than the sensitivity achievable at the LHC.
Conclusions
We have explored the potential of future hadron colliders to test the couplings of a Higgs boson to gauge bosons. As has been shown previously, if the coupling of the Higgs boson to gauge bosons deviates from the Standard Model, multi-boson production via vectorboson scattering can be hugely enhanced in comparison to the SM due to the lack of cancellation in longitudinal vector boson scattering. Among these processes, triple Higgs boson production plays a special role -its enhancement is especially spectacular due to the absence of background from transversely polarised vector bosons in the final state. While the rates from pp → jjhhh production in vector boson fusion are too low at the LHC and even at future 33 TeV pp colliders, we have found that the 100 TeV pp FCC has the unique opportunity to probe the hV V coupling far beyond the LHC sensitivity using triple Higgs production via vector boson fusion. We have evaluated the pp → jjhhh rates as a function of the deviation from the hV V coupling, ε a , before and after VBF cuts and have estimated the 6b-jet background -which turns out to be much smaller than the signal for |ε a | > 10 −3 -and have found that the 100 TeV pp FCC can probe this coupling with high precision. A summary of our findings is presented in Fig. 8 , demonstrating the impressive sensitivity to the hV V coupling of the 100 TeV pp FCC via hhh production in vector boson fusion up to permille accuracy. This sensitivity, which is about two orders of magnitude better than the sensitivity reachable at the LHC, highlights a special role of the hhh VBF production and stresses once more the importance of the 100 TeV pp FCC.
